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1 INTRODUCTION
Big Data technologies (also called Data Science, Data Intensive, Data Centric, Data Driven, or Data
Analytics) are becoming a current focus and a general trend both in science and in industry. The emergence of Big Data technologies indicates the beginning of a new form of continuous technology advancement characterized by overlapping technology waves related to different components of the
modern digital economy from production and consumption to collaboration, and general social activity. Modern e-Science, empowered with advances in computing, brings new possibilities for industry to
benefit from advanced data processing methods; industry in its own turn offers to the scientific/research
community advanced computing, data storage, and communication platforms.
Big Data are currently related to almost all aspects of human activity from simple events recording
to research, design, production, and digital services or products delivery, to actionable information
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presentation to the final consumer. Current technologies such as cloud computing and ubiquitous network connectivity provide a platform for automation of all processes in data collection, storing, processing, and visualization.
The fusion between Big Data and cloud technologies fuels modern data-driven research [1] and
provides a basis for modern e-Science that benefits from wide availability of affordable computing
and storage resources provided on demand. Modern e-Science infrastructures allow the targeting of
new large-scale problems that were not possible to solve before, e.g., genome, climate, and global
warming research. e-Science typically produces a huge amount of data that need to be supported by
a new type of e-Infrastructure capable to store, distribute, process, preserve, and curate this data. In
e-Science, the scientific data are complex multifaceted objects with complex internal relations; they
are becoming an infrastructure of their own and need to be supported by corresponding physical or
logical infrastructures to store, access, and manage these data. We shall refer to these new infrastructures as Scientific Data e-Infrastructure (SDI) and more generally big data infrastructure (BDI) that will
also incorporate specific for industry focus on working with customers, supporting business processes
and delivering business value.
Modern research is becoming more and more data intensive and requires using high-performance
computing over large volumes of data storage. Cloud computing [2,3] and Big Data technologies [4,5]
provide necessary computing and data processing capabilities for data-intensive and data-driven applications in both research and industry.

2 BIG DATA NATURE AND DEFINITION
2.1 BIG DATA IN SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY
Science has traditionally dealt with challenges to handle large volumes of data in complex scientific
research experiments, involving wide cooperation among distributed groups of individual scientists
and research organizations. Scientific research typically includes collection of data in passive observation or active experiments which aim to verify a scientific hypothesis. The scientific research and
discovery methods are typically based on the initial hypothesis and a model which can be refined based
on the collected data. The refined model may lead to a new more advanced and precise experiment and/
or the previous data re-evaluation. New data-driven science allows discovery of hidden relations based
on the processing of large amount of data, which was not possible with previous technologies and scientific platforms. The future SDI/BDI needs to support all data handling operations and processes while
also providing access to data and to facilities to support collaboration between researchers. Besides
traditional access control and data security issues, security services need to ensure secure and trusted
environment for researchers to conduct their research.
In business, private companies will not typically share their data or expertise. When dealing with
data, companies always intend to keep control over their information assets. They may use shared thirdparty facilities, like clouds or specialist instruments, but special measures need to be taken to ensure
workspace safety and data protection, including input/output data sanitization.
Big Data in industry are related to controlling complex technological processes and objects or facilities. Modern computer-aided manufacturing produces huge amount of technological data which are
in general needed to be stored or retained to allow effective quality control or diagnostics in case of
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failure or crash. Similarly to e-Science, in many industrial applications/scenarios there is a need for
collaboration or interaction of many workers and technologists.
With the digital technologies proliferation into all aspects of business activities and emerging Big
Data technologies, the industry is entering a new playground. There is a recognized need to use scientific methods to benefit from the possibility to collect and mine data for desirable information, such
as market prediction, customer behavior predictions, social groups activity predictions, etc.
A number of blog and technical press discussions suggest that the Big Data technologies need to
adopt scientific discovery methods that include iterative model improvement, data reuse with the improved model, and further collection of improved and extended data. We can quote here a blog article
by Mike Gualtieri from Forrester [6]: “Firms increasingly realize that [big data] must use predictive and
descriptive analytics to find nonobvious information to discover value in the data. Advanced analytics
uses advanced statistical, data mining and machine learning algorithms to dig deeper to find patterns
that you can’t see using traditional BI (Business Intelligence) tools, simple queries, or rules.”

2.2 BIG DATA AND SOCIAL NETWORK/DATA
Big Data’s rise is tightly connected to the social data revolution, which provided the initial motivation
for developing large-scale services, global infrastructure and high performance analytical tools, and
currently produces huge amounts of data on its own. Social networks are widely used for collecting
personal and marketing information and providing better personalized services starting from custom
search advice and recommendation systems to targeted advertisements and precisely targeted
campaigns.

2.3 BIG DATA TECHNOLOGY DEFINITION: FROM 6V TO 5 PARTS
Early Big Data definitions were focused primarily on the properties of Big Data that distinguished them
from the previous generation of technologies and defined them as 3V, 4V, or 5V of Big Data that included such properties as volume, velocity, variety, veracity, and value. Demchenko et al. [7] proposed
to extend the essential properties of Big Data to 6V by adding variability as another important property
that needs to be supported by Big Data processing systems during its lifecycle. The proposed 6V definition also distinguishes generic properties such as volume, velocity, and variety, and acquired ones
such as value, veracity, and variability that are obtained when data are entered into Big Data systems.
Much research has recognized that Big Data properties only are not sufficient to define Big Data as
a new technology. The actionable definition should reflect all of the important features that would provide basis for further technology development. Similar to and extending the Gartner definition [8],
Demchenko et al. [7] propose an extended Big Data definition as comprising of the five parts that group
the main Big Data features and related components in the following way:
(1) Big Data properties: 6Vs
• generic properties: volume, variety, velocity
• acquired properties: value, veracity, variability (or dynamicity)
(2) New data models
• data lifecycle and variability
• data linking, findability, provenance, and referral integrity
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(3) New analytics
• large-scale and multidimensional datasets analytics
• real-time/streaming analytics, interactive, and machine learning analytics
(4) New infrastructure and tools
• high-performance computing, storage, network
• heterogeneous multiprovider services integration, orchestration, and automated provisioning
• new data-centric (multistakeholder) service models
• new data-centric security models for trusted infrastructure and data processing and storage
(5) Source and target: main and long-tail application domains
• high-velocity/speed data capture from variety of sensors and data sources
• data delivery to different visualization and actionable systems and consumers
• fully digitized input and output, (ubiquitous) sensor networks, full digital control
To reflect all components of the Big Data features, we can summarize them in a form of the improved
Gartner definition [8] (structured according to the mentioned above components):
Big Data (Data Intensive) Technologies are targeting to process high-volume, high-velocity, highvariety data (sets/assets) to extract intended data value and ensure high-veracity of original data
and obtained information that demand cost-effective, innovative forms of data and information processing (analytics) for enhanced insight, decision making, and processes control; all of those demand
(should be supported by) new data models (supporting all data states and stages during the whole data
lifecycle) and new infrastructure services and tools that allow also obtaining (and processing data)
from a variety of sources (including sensor networks) and delivering data in a variety of forms to
different data and information consumers and devices.

3 BIG DATA AND PARADIGM CHANGE
3.1 BIG DATA ECOSYSTEM
Big Data is not just a large storage database or Hadoop (as a platform for scalable Big Data processing)
problem, although they constitute the core technologies and components for large-scale data processing
and data analytics. It is the whole complex of components to store, process, visualize, and deliver results to target applications. Actually Big Data is “the fuel” of all these processes, source, target, and
outcome (or “plankton” to use a biological metaphor).
All of these complex interrelated elements can be defined as the big data ecosystem (BDE) that
deals with the evolving data, models, and required infrastructure during the Big Data lifecycle. In
the following, we shall provide more details about our vision of the BDE.

3.2 NEW FEATURES OF THE BDI
Big Data technology and Data Science as professional areas and scientific disciplines are becoming
new technology drivers and require rethinking a number of current concepts in infrastructure architecture, solutions, and processes to address exponential growth of data volume produced by different research instruments and/or collected from sensors.
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The recent advances in the general ICT and cloud computing technologies facilitate the paradigm
change in Big Data Science that is characterized by the following features:
•
•

•
•
•

•

Automation of all Data Science processes including data collection, storing, classification,
indexing, and other components of the general data curation and provenance.
Transformation of all processes, events, and products into digital form by means of
multidimensional multifaceted measurements, monitoring and control; digitizing existing artifacts
and other content.
Possibility to reuse the initial and published research data with possible data repurposing for
secondary research.
Global data availability and access over the network for cooperative group of researchers, including
wide public access to scientific data.
Existence of necessary infrastructure components and management tools that allow fast
infrastructures and services composition, adaptation, and provisioning on demand for specific
research projects and tasks.
Advanced security and access control technologies that ensure secure operation of the complex
research infrastructures and scientific instruments, and allow creating trusted secure environment
for cooperating groups and individual researchers.

The future BDI should support the whole data lifecycle and explore the benefits of the data storage/
preservation, aggregation, and provenance on a large scale and during long/unlimited periods of time. It
is important that this infrastructure ensures data security (integrity, confidentiality, availability, and
accountability), and data ownership protection. With current needs to process big data that require powerful computation, there should be a possibility to enforce data/dataset policies that ensure they can be
processed only on trusted systems and/or complying with other requirements, in general enabling a
data-centric security model. Companies and researchers must trust the BDI to process their data on
BDI facilities and be ensured that their stored data are protected from unauthorized access. Privacy
issues also arise from the distributed character of BDI that can span multiple countries with different
national policies. This makes the access control and accounting infrastructure an important component
of BDI.

3.3 MOVING TO DATA-CENTRIC MODELS AND TECHNOLOGIES
Traditional/current IT and communication technologies are operating system (OS)/system based and
host/service centric, which means that all communication or processing are bound to host/computer
that runs the application software. This is especially related to security services. The administrative
and security domains are key concepts around which services and protocols are built. A domain provides a context for establishing security and trust. This creates a number of problems when data are
moved from one system to another or between domains, or operated in a distributed manner.
Big Data will require different data centric operational models and protocols, which is especially
important in situations when the object or event related data will go through a number of transformations and become even more distributed, between traditional security domains. The same relates to the
current federated access control model, which is based on the cross administrative and security domains
identities and policy management.
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When moving to generically distributed data-centric models, additional research is needed to address the following issues:
•
•
•
•
•
•

maintaining semantic and referral integrity, i.e., linkage between data at the different stages of their
transformation
data location, search, access
data integrity and identifiability, referral integrity
data security and data centric access control
data ownership, personally identifiable data, privacy, opacity of data operations
trusted virtualization platform, data centric trust bootstrapping

4 BIG DATA ARCHITECTURE FRAMEWORK AND COMPONENTS
4.1 DEFINING THE BIG DATA ARCHITECTURE FRAMEWORK
Based on the discussion in the previous sections, there is a clear need for a new approach to the definition of the BDE and Big Data Architecture that would address the major challenges related to the Big
Data properties and component technologies.
In this section, we shall discuss the Big Data Architecture Framework (BDAF) that intends to support the extended Big Data definition given in Section 3 and support the main components and processes in the BDE. The proposed here BDAF definition is based on the ongoing industry
standardization on Big Data at National Institute of Standards and Technology of the United States
(NIST) [9] and research in the scientific community. The presented BDAF is compatible with the standardization and industry best practices in Big Data, cloud computing and information systems management, in particular, NIST Big Data Reference Architecture (BDRA) [4], NIST Cloud
Computing Reference Architecture (CCRA) [3], and Intercloud Architecture Framework (ICAF) by
the University of Amsterdam [10].
The proposed BDAF comprises the following five components that address different BDE and Big
Data definition aspects:
(1) Data models, structures, and types
• data formats, non/relational, file systems, etc.
(2) Big Data management
• Big Data lifecycle management
• Big Data models, semantics and transformation
• storage, provenance, curation, archiving
(3) Big Data analytics and tools
• Big Data applications and new data analytics systems
• target use, presentation, visualization
(4) Big data infrastructure
• storage, compute, high-performance computing, network provisioned on demand
• BDI provisioning, operational and automation
• sensor network, target/actionable devices
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(5) Big Data security
• data security in-rest, in-move, trusted processing environments
• Big Data systems compliance and dependability
• digital right protections
• privacy and personal information protection
We shall refer to the presented BDAF definition, which is rather technical and infrastructure focused
and actually reflects the technology oriented stakeholders. The further BDAF improvement should also
consider other stakeholder groups such as data archive providers and libraries, which will play a
renewed role in the BDE [11].

4.2 DATA MANAGEMENT AND BIG DATA LIFECYCLE
The first and most important task of data management in Big Data systems is to ensure reliable data
storage and access. This functionality is typically supported by data discovery or search services. We
have developed web searches of hypertext information quite well. For effective Big Data access, we
need to develop new methods for search and discovery in large volumes of interlinked data that may be
widely distributed and belong to different administrative domains.
Metadata management is one of the key functionalities in the data management system and the enabler for all other data management functions. Metadata, i.e., data describing data, in essence defines
the semantic meaning of data and relation between data components. Metadata reflects data model and
data classification. Examples of metadata that can be used for identifying and searching interlinked
data include persistent data identifier (PID), filename, URI, record time, author, etc.
The required new approach to data management and processing in Big Data industry is reflected in
the big data lifecycle management (BDLM) model shown in Fig. 1 that illustrates the main stages of

Common data model and metadata
Data variety and variability
Semantic interoperability

Data model (1)
Data model (2)

Data storage

Data
collection and
registration

Data
filter/enrich,
classification

Data
analytics,
modeling,
prediction

Data repurposing,
Analitics re-factoring,
Secondary processing

FIG. 1
Big Data Lifecycle in a big data ecosystem.
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Big Data Lifecycle and their relations to other components of the BDAF. The following data transformation stages are typically present in Big Data applications:
•
•
•
•

data
data
data
data

collection and registration
filtering and classification
analysis, modeling, prediction
delivery and visualization

The figure also reflects the iterative character of the typical Big Data processing sequence or workflow.
The iterative process allows improving data quality and analytics methods by improving data preparation or selection, or applying improved or different data analytics methods. Data can be also reused
for another data analysis purposes, i.e., repurposed.
The data lifecycle model definition is an important research topic in scientific data management
where different scientific domain and data character may bring their own specific as described in extensive research by CEOS (Committee on Earth Observation Satellites) [12]. Data preservation and
curation community defined their own data lifecycle management model that reflects the scientific research cycle that includes research data handling and scientific results publications [13].
In most cases it is the requirement; in other cases it is business rationality to store and reuse data at
different stages. This is needed to be supported by the consistent metadata, data identification, and linkage functionality and infrastructure. When advancing through the data lifecycle stages, data may
change their model/structure and consequently metadata; this may also be a consequence of using different systems or platforms at different data processing stages. Linking data during the whole data lifecycle is a significant problem in Big Data lifecycle.
Data curation and provenance are two important services in data management. Data curation applies data cleansing and metadata harmonization as well as formatting for consistent data storage. Data
provenance ensures that all stages of the data transformation are documented and sufficient for
reproducibility.

4.3 DATA STRUCTURES AND DATA MODELS FOR BIG DATA
Big Data systems and applications will use and/or produce different data types that are defined by their
origin or target use. In its own turn, different stages of the data transformation will also use or produce
data of different structures, models, and formats.
The following data types can be defined
(a) data described via a formal data model, which are the majority of structured data, data stored in
databases, archives, etc.
(b) data described via a formalized grammar (e.g., machine generated textual data or forms)
(c) data described via a standard format (many examples of digital images, audio or video files, also
formatted binary data)
(d) arbitrary textual or binary data
Fig. 2 illustrates the Big Data structures, models and their linkage at different processing stages. Data
structures and correspondingly data models may be different at different data processing stages; however, it is essential for many applications and data management processes to keep linkage between data
at all stages.
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FIG. 2
Big Data structures and their linkage at different processing stages.

A more specific domain of scientific or research data defines the following types of research data
[14–16]:
•
•
•
•

Raw data collected from observation and from experiment (according to an initial research model).
Structured data and datasets that went through data filtering and processing (supporting some
particular formal model).
Published data that supports one or another scientific hypothesis, research result or statement.
Data linked to publications to support the wide research consolidation, integration, and openness.

Once the data are published, it is essential to allow other researchers to be able to validate and reproduce
the data that they are interested in, and possibly contribute with new results. Capturing information about
the processes involved in transformation from raw data up until the generation of published data becomes
an important aspect of scientific data management. Scientific data provenance is widely addressed by the
research community and it needs to be taken into consideration by Big Data providers as well.
The generic data types and models include structured data, unstructured data, and semistructured
data, and these are well presented in new generation of data-related textbooks and technical publications. In the majority of cases there is a strong relation between data management platforms and tools
and the data models or structures they use. On the other hand, data models may significantly define the
performance of the data processing systems and applications.

4.4 NIST BIG DATA REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE
The Big Data systems consist of the distribution of data systems across horizontally coupled independent resources to achieve the scalability needed for the efficient processing of extensive datasets.
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NIST Big Data Working Group is leading the development of the Big Data Technology Roadmap
[9]. A set of documents published in September 2015 as NIST Special Publication NIST SP 1500: NIST
Big Data Interoperability Framework [4], it includes seven volumes:
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume
Volume

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST

Big
Big
Big
Big
Big
Big
Big

Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data

Definitions.
Taxonomies.
Use Case & Requirements.
Security and Privacy Requirements.
Architectures White Paper Survey.
Reference Architecture.
Technology Roadmap.

The NBDIF defines three main components of the Big Data technology that identify the main challenges in successful adoption of the new technology for research and industry:
•

•
•

Big Data Paradigm that includes such concepts as domain related data handling ecosystem, datadriven research and production processes or workflows, and required data centric infrastructure and
applications design.
Big Data Science and Data Scientist as a new profession.
Big Data Architecture (refer to Volume 6 for details).

Fig. 3 presents the NIST Big Data Reference Architecture which is part of the NIST SP 1500 [4] as
generalized technology agnostic Big Data system comprised of components or subsystems that reflect
the major functional roles in the BDE that are called “Providers.” The figure shows two axes that represent the two value chains: information flow or data transformation flow, and platform or infrastructure integration layers.
The following BD-RA Providers and functional groups are defined in BDRA:
•
•
•
•
•

The Data Provider produces and/or supplies data related to specific event or process.
The Data Consumer is the target of the Big Data transformation and analysis process.
The Big Data Application Provider includes all services related to data analysis and transformation.
The Big Data Framework Provider includes all Big Data platform and infrastructure components.
The System Orchestrator is a separately defined functional role that may include both internal
workflow of the Big Data Application Provider and external workflow of the Big Data value added
services.

The BDE includes all components that are involved in Big Data production, processing, delivery, and
consuming:
•
•
•
•
•

Data Provider
Big Data Applications Provider
Big Data Framework Provider
Data Consumer
Service Orchestrator

Big Data Lifecycle and Applications Provider activities include
•
•

collection
preparation
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FIG. 3
Big Data Reference Architecture [4].

•
•
•

analysis and analytics
visualization
access

The figure also illustrates the two additional functions Security & Privacy and Management as
necessary components of all information systems that are applied to all other functional components
and are often defined as separate frameworks of functional planes (e.g., Security Framework or Data
Management plane). Data Provider and Data Consumer represent the data source and data target that
are defined as separate components of the Big Data definition given in Section 3.
It is important to mention that in NIST BDRA, the Big Data Application Provider is separated from
the Big Data Platform Provider. This reflects new features brought to the modern application infrastructure by cloud computing that, by means of virtualization, allow deploying application on-demand on
the general purpose cloud-based platforms and underlying infrastructure, and ensure data processing
scalability and mobility over distributed multicloud infrastructure.
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4.5 GENERAL BIG DATA SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
This section summarizes requirements to Big Data systems specified in the NIST Big Data Interoperability Framework [4] that are abstracted according to the NIST Big Data Reference Architecture.
The extended data is presented online at the following links:
(a) Index to all use cases: http://bigdatawg.nist.gov/usecases.php.
(b) List of general requirements versus architecture component with record of use cases giving
requirements: http://bigdatawg.nist.gov/uc_reqs_gen_ref.php.
(c) List of architecture component and specific requirements plus use case constraining this
component: http://bigdatawg.nist.gov/uc_reqs_gen_detail.php.

4.5.1 Data sources requirements (DSR)
DSR-1: Needs to support reliable real-time, asynchronous, streaming, and batch processing to
collect data from centralized, distributed, and cloud data sources, sensors, or instruments.
DSR-2: Needs to support slow, “bursty,” and high-throughput data transmission between data
sources and computing clusters.
DSR-3: Needs to support diversified data content ranging from structured and unstructured text,
document, graph, web, geospatial, compressed, timed, spatial, multimedia, simulation, and
instrumental data.

4.5.2 Transformation (applications) provider requirements (TPR)
TPR-1: Needs to support diversified compute intensive, analytic processing, and machine learning
techniques.
TPR-2: Needs to support batch and real-time analytic processing.
TPR-3: Needs to support processing large diversified data content and modeling.
TPR-4: Needs to support processing data in motion (streaming, fetching new content, tracking,
etc.).

4.5.3 Capability (framework) provider requirements (CPR)
CPR-1: Needs to support legacy and advance software packages (software).
CPR-2: Needs to support legacy and advance computing platforms (platform).
CPR-3: Needs to support legacy and advance distributed computing cluster, coprocessors, I/O
processing (infrastructure).
CPR-4: Needs to support elastic data transmission (networking).
CPR-5: Needs to support legacy, large, and advance distributed data storage (storage).
CPR-6: Needs to support legacy and advance programming executable, applications, tools, utilities,
and libraries (software).

4.5.4 Data consumer requirements (DCR)
DCR-1: Needs to support fast searches (0.1 s) from processed data with high relevancy, accuracy,
and high recall.
DCR-2: Needs to support diversified output file formats for visualization, rendering, and reporting.
DCR-3: Needs to support visual layout for results presentation.
DCR-4: Needs to support rich user interface for access using browser, visualization tools.
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DCR-5: Needs to support high-resolution multidimension layer of data visualization.
DCR-6: Needs to support streaming results to clients.

4.5.5 Security and privacy requirements (SPR)
SPR-1: Needs to protect and preserve security and privacy on sensitive data.
SPR-2: Needs to support multilevel policy-driven, sandbox, access control, authentication on
protected data.

4.5.6 Lifecycle management requirements (LMR)
LMR-1: Needs to support data quality curation including preprocessing, data clustering,
classification, reduction, format transformation.
LMR-2: Needs to support dynamic updates on data, user profiles, and links.
LMR-3: Needs to support data lifecycle and long-term preservation policy including data
provenance.
LMR-4: Needs to support data validation 174.
LMR-5: Needs to support human annotation for data validation.
LMR-6: Needs to support prevention of data loss or corruption.
LMR-7: Needs to support multisites archival.
LMR-8: Needs to support persistent identifier and data traceability.
LMR-9: Needs to support standardize, aggregate, and normalize data from disparate sources.

4.5.7 Other requirements (OR)
OR-1: Needs
OR-2: Needs
OR-3: Needs
OR-4: Needs
OR-5: Needs

to
to
to
to
to

support rich user interface from mobile platforms to access processed results.
support performance monitoring on analytic processing from mobile platforms.
support rich visual content search and rendering from mobile platforms.
support mobile device data acquisition.
support security across mobile devices.

5 BIG DATA INFRASTRUCTURE
5.1 BDI COMPONENTS
Big Data applications are typically distributed and use multiple distributed data sources. Data processing and staging also involve using distributed computing and storage resources. Cloud computing presents a right choice as a general purpose Big Data platform. Cloud technologies bring the benefit of
building scalable infrastructure services that can be provisioned on-demand and dynamically scaled
depending on the required workload and volume of data. The major enabling technology for cloud
computing is virtualization of all components of the general computing infrastructure: servers, storage,
and network. Virtualization means physical resources pooling, abstraction, composition, and orchestration under the supervision of a hypervisor (a special software for physical resources virtualization)
and cloud management software which is the main component of any cloud platform.
Fig. 4 provides a general view on the BDI that includes the infrastructure for general data management, typically cloud based, and Big Data Analytics part that includes data analytics tools and
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FIG. 4
Big Data analytics infrastructure components and Big Data lifecycle stages.

high-performance computing clusters [5]. The general infrastructure components and services for general data management and user access include
•
•
•

General purpose data storage and processing infrastructure that is typically cloud based and
provisioned on-demand.
Big Data Management tools: registries, indexing, data search/discovery, metadata, and semantics.
security infrastructure (access control, policy enforcement, confidentiality, trust, availability,
privacy).
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Federated Access and Delivery Infrastructure (FADI) that allows interconnection and interaction of
all BDI components; it is typically provisioned on-demand.
Collaborative environment to support user groups creation and management.

The Big Data analytics infrastructure components are required to support massive data processing required by Big Data applications and other data centric applications:
•
•
•
•
•

High performance computing clusters (HPCCs).
Hadoop based applications, streaming data analytics and other tools for large-scale data processing.
Specialist data analytics tools (complex events processing, data mining, etc.).
Not only SQL (NoSQL) databases for Big Data storage and processing.
Distributed file systems for large-scale data storage and processing.

5.2 BIG DATA STACK COMPONENTS AND TECHNOLOGIES
Fig. 5 illustrates the major structural components of the Big Data stack. They are grouped around the
main stages of data transformation:
(1) Data ingestion: This will transform, normalize, distribute, and integrate to one or more of the
Analytic or Decision Support engines; ingest can be done via ingest application programming
interface (API) or connecting existing queues that can be effectively used for handles partitioning,
replication, prioritization, and ordering of data.
Hook into an existing queue to get copy/subset of
data. Queue handles partitioning, replication, and
ordering of data, can manage backpressure from
slower downstream components

Ingestion will transform,
normalize, distribute and
integrate to one or more of
the analytic/decision
engines of choice
Use one or more analytic/
decision engines to
accomplish specific task on
the Fast Data window
OLAP engines to
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Intelligence on entire
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FIG. 5
Big Data stack components and technologies.
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FIG. 6
Big Data analytics platforms and tools corresponding to Big Data stack groups.

(2) Data processing: One or more analytics or decision support engines are used to accomplish specific
task related to data processing workflow; using batch data processing, streaming analytics, or realtime decision support.
(3) Data export: This will transform, normalize, distribute, and integrate output data to one or more
Data Warehouse or Storage platforms.
(4) Back-end data management, reporting, visualization: This will support data storage and historical
analysis; OLAP platforms/engines will support data acquisition and further use for Business
Intelligence and historical analysis.
Fig. 6 provides overview of the Big Data analytics platforms and tools corresponding to Big Data stack
groups. The majority of software tools are Open Source Software; however, a number of tools and
platforms are proprietary and specific for large cloud computing platforms such as Microsoft Azure,
Amazon Web Services (AWS), Google Compute Engine cloud (GCE), HortonWorks, and Vertica.
A more detailed overview of the most popular Big Data cloud platforms is provided below.

5.3 EXAMPLE OF CLOUD-BASED INFRASTRUCTURE FOR DISTRIBUTED DATA
PROCESSING
Fig. 7 shows a general model of data processing stages that are mapped to required compute and storage
resources that can be provided by a selected cloud platform.
Fig. 8 illustrates the typical enterprise or scientific collaborative infrastructure that is created ondemand. The infrastructure includes enterprise proprietary, cloud-based computing and storage resources, instruments, control and monitoring system, and visualization systems. Users are represented
by user clients and typically reside in real or virtual campuses.
The main goal of the enterprise or scientific infrastructure is to support the enterprise or scientific
workflow and operational procedures related to processes monitoring and data processing. Cloud
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FIG. 7
Data processing stages mapped to compute and storage cloud resources.
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technologies simplify the building of such infrastructure and provide it on-demand. Fig. 8 illustrates
how an example enterprise or scientific workflow can be mapped to cloud-based services and later
deployed and operated as an instant intercloud infrastructure. Our example contains cloud infrastructure segments infrastructure as a service (IaaS; with virtual cloud resources VR3-VR5) and platform as
a service (PaaS; VR6, VR7), separate virtualized noncloud resources or services (where VR1 is an instrument, and VR2 is a visualization facility), enterprise facilities represented by campus A, and additional external source of data B. The network infrastructure plays role of an integrating component
for the distributed cloud services delivery infrastructure (CSDI). In Fig. 8, it is represented by FADI
to indicate the common approach to use federated access control in multiprovider multidomain environment that in general can use both public Internet and dedicated network infrastructure to ensure
required performance and availability. Practical FADI implementation in heterogeneous multicloud
intercloud environment may benefit from using such technologies and frameworks as Intercloud
Federations Framework (ICFF) [17] and Open Cloud eXchange (OCX) [18] that is practically used
by European research community in GEANT-based pan-European network infrastructure [19].

5.4 BENEFITS OF CLOUD PLATFORMS FOR BIG DATA APPLICATIONS
Building a Big Data application on cloud brings the following benefits to whole process of applications
development, deployment, operation, and management:
•

•
•

•

Cloud deployment on virtual machines (VMs), containers, and bare metal:
– applications portability and platform independence, on-demand provisioning
– dynamic resource allocation, load balancing and elasticity for tasks, and processes with
variable load
Availability of rich cloud-based monitoring tools for collecting performance information and
applications optimization.
Network traffic segregation and isolation:
– Big Data applications benefit from lowest latencies possible for node to node synchronization,
dynamic cluster resizing, load balancing, and other scale-out operations
– clouds construction provides separate networks for data traffic and management traffic
– traffic segmentation by creating Layer 2 and 3 virtual networks inside user/application assigned
virtual private cloud (VPC)
Cloud tools for large-scale applications deployment and automation:
– provide basis for agile services development and Zero-touch services provisioning
– applications deployment in cloud is supported by major integrated development
environment (IDE)

6 CASE STUDY: BIOINFORMATICS APPLICATIONS DEPLOYMENT ON CLOUD
6.1 OVERALL DESCRIPTION
Bioinformatics deals with the collection and efficient analysis of biological data, particularly genomic
information from DNA sequencers. The capability of modern sequencers to produce terabytes of
information coupled with low pricing (less than US$1000 for a human genome) makes parallel use
of many sequencers feasible but also causes a “data deluge” that is being experienced by researchers
in this field [20,21].
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Bioinformatics software is characterized by a high degree of fragmentation: literally hundreds of
different software packages are regularly used for scientific analyses with an incompatible variety of
dependencies and a broad range of resource requirements. For this reason, the bioinformatics community has strongly embraced cloud computing with its ability to provide customized execution environments and dynamic resource allocation.
The French Institute of Bioinformatics (IFB) [22] provides a good example of a data-driven research organization that has strong demands for modern data intensive technologies and for automation
of the applications deployment and management. The IFB consists of 32 regional bioinformatics platforms (PF) grouped into six regional centers spanning the entire country, and a national hub, the “UMS
3601—IFB-core.” The IFB has deployed a cloud infrastructure on its own premises at IFB-core, and
aims to deploy a federated cloud infrastructure over the regional PFs devoted to the French life science
community, research, and industry, with services for the management and analysis of life science data.
The two basic bioinformatics use cases described here have been implemented using the CYCLONE platform for multicloud applications deployment and management that is being developed
in the CYCLONE project [23]. The CYCLONE platform is described briefly below. The use cases
and proposed implementation address specific challenges in building bioinformatics applications in
the cloud. They are transformed into practical technical requirements in a typical cloud federation environment and motivate the necessary cloud infrastructure provisioning and management services and
mechanisms.

6.2 UC1—SECURING HUMAN BIOMEDICAL DATA
6.2.1 Description
Continuous decrease of the genome sequencing costs (NGS) allows an increasing number of
clinicians to include genome analysis and data into their day-to-day diagnostic practices. Today,
most of genomics analyses are realized on the exome, which is the expressed part (5%) of the
genome. However, full genome sequencing is being envisaged and will soon be included in daily
medical practices.
It is expected that in the near future, some of the genomic data processed on the IFB cloud platform
will concern human biomedical data related to patients, and thus will be subject to strict personal data
protection regulations. To ensure data security while carrying out the analysis in a federated cloud environment, it is necessary to ensure the security in all involved sites belonging to the federation and
ensure their secure/trusted integration (especially if the cloud federation involves both public and private cloud infrastructures).

6.2.2 Workflow
The use case workflow to ensure security of data includes the following steps (see Fig. 9): (1) a biomedical user connects to the cloud through the IFB web authenticated dashboard; uses it to (2) run an
instance of the appliance containing the relevant preconfigured analysis pipeline. At step (3) the VM
containing genome applications is deployed on the cloud (testbed); then (4) the user signs into the web
interface of the VM, (5) uploads the patient’s biomedical data, and (6) runs the analysis in a secure
environment. Finally, (7) the user gets the results.
The bioinformatics treatment generally relies on a comparison with the current release of the reference human genome hg19 (Human Genome version 19 or GRCh37). The hg19 is a database
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FIG. 9
Functional schema of the use case “Securing human biomedical data.” The figure shows the application
components and describes the different steps of the workflow.

consisting of many files containing the public genomics data. It can be used remotely (when sufficient
connectivity is available) or can be deployed a priori by the cloud providers as a public data set available to all users.

6.3 UC2—CLOUD VIRTUAL PIPELINE FOR MICROBIAL GENOMES ANALYSIS
6.3.1 Description
In post-NGS research, sequencing bacterial genomes is very cheap (a few hundred €). Most of the time,
users are no longer intend to analyze a single genome; they want to compare large collections of related
genomes (strains). Thus, this brings requirements to increasing need for automating the annotation of
bacterial genomes.
The IFB-MIGALE platform (one of the bioinformatics platforms of the IFB) has developed
an environment for the annotation of microbial genomes and a tool for the visualization of the synteny (local conservation of the gene order along the genomes) [24]. The platform automatically
launches a set of bioinformatics tools (e.g., BLAST, INTERPROScan) to analyze the data and stores
the results of the tools in a relational database (PostgreSQL). These tools use several public reference data collections. A web interface allows the user to consult the results and perform manual
annotation (manual annotation means adding manually metadata and biological knowledge to the
genome sequence). Installing the platform requires advanced skills in system administration and
application management. Performing the analysis of collections of genomes requires large computing resources that can be distributed over several computers, generally the computing nodes
of a cluster.
The CYCLONE platform supports the cloud services federation and federated identity management
widely used by European research and academic community. It allows life science researchers to deploy their own comprehensive annotation platform over one or more cloud infrastructures using federated access control infrastructure and other services federated nationally or internationally among
cooperating organizations, such as bioinformatics institutions. Such deployments can be done with
the dynamic allocation of network resources for the isolation of the VMs inside a dedicated private
cloud, including virtual network and replicated user data.
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FIG. 10
Functional schema of the use case “Cloud virtual pipeline for microbial genomes analysis.” This figure shows the
application components and describes the different steps of the workflow.

6.3.2 Workflow
As illustrated in Fig. 10, a bioinformatician (1) connects to the cloud web dashboard, uses it to (2) run
and (3) deploy with one click a genomes annotation platform consisting of many VMs, comprising of a
master node of the virtual cluster that provides also the visualization web-interface, associated with
several computing nodes. Then the user (4) uses secure communication over SSH to connect to the
master and (5) uploads the raw microbial genomic data (MB) to the cloud storage. SCP/SFTP protocols
are used from a command line tool or a GUI, to ensure AuthN/Z for the data transfer, and to overcome
the performance issues of HTTP for large datasets. Still in command line interface, the user (6) runs the
computation to annotate the new microbial genomes. The first step consists of many data-intensive jobs
performing the comparisons between the new genome and the reference data.
The results are stored in a relational database (provided by a cloud service or a VM deployed within
the platform). Then the scientist (7) signs in the annotated data visualization environment provided by
the Insyght web-interface to (8) navigate between the abundant homologues, syntenies, and gene functional annotations in bacteria genomes.

6.4 IMPLEMENTATION OF USE CASES AND CYCLONE INFRASTRUCTURE
COMPONENTS
The practical deployment of the Bioinformatics use cases is typically done in a progressive manner by
the researchers with some assistance from IT and cloud support staff. It begins with a single VM for
running an application with security features like in UC1 (Securing human biomedical data). After researchers learn the technology and tools, and their tasks complexity evolves, they start building the
complex applications requiring the coordinated deployment of several VMs like in UC2 Cloud virtual
pipeline for microbial genomes analysis. Below, these two scenarios are discussed in detail with references to the required CYCLONE platform services and features.
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6.4.1 Deployment UC1 Securing human biomedical data
The first bioinformatics use case “Securing human biomedical data” requires a single-VM application
supporting enhanced security features such as trusted federated authentication mode. Due to potential
data sensitivity, a deployment can be done only on a certified (by the French Health Ministry) cloud
infrastructure. The cloud appliance NGS-Unicancer is developed by the bioinformatics platform of
the Centre Leon Berard (Lyon, France, www.synergielyoncancer.fr) in the context of the project
NGS-Clinique (INCA—Institut National du Cancer). It provides a simple web interface to launch
the biomedical genomic analysis pipeline. The appliance was enhanced by the CYCLONE Federation
Provider and is ready for on-demand deployment on the IFB-core cloud infrastructure. The user
deploys the appliance NGS-Unicancer through the IFB web interface in “1-click” and uses the
CYCLONE federation provider to get access to the VM web interface based on its identity in the
federation. The user can then easily upload their data, run the analysis, and get the results. In
Fig. 11, the upper part describes the use case workflow, and the middle layer represents the workflow
steps that are linked to the related CYCLONE software components and services. The bottom part
shows the testbed infrastructure components.
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FIG. 11
Functional relations between the use case “Securing human biomedical data” and the CYCLONE components.
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6.4.2 Deployment UC2: Cloud virtual pipeline for microbial genomes analysis
The second bioinformatics use case “Cloud virtual pipeline for microbial genomes analysis” is developed by the platform IFB-MIGALE (Jouy-en-Josas, France, http://migale.jouy.inra.fr/). This application requires several components: a user web interface, a relational PostgreSQL database, and a
complete computing cluster with a master and several nodes to perform the data-intensive analyses.
The infrastructure for running the application in a classical (static) way on bare-metal servers in
IFB-MIGALE premises was ported to the cloud and extended with “1-click” deployment features
by using the SlipStream cloud deployment automation platform. The VM images were exported from
the IFB’s private cloud and registered in the Marketplace of the StratusLab community cloud used by
the French research community. For further deployments and possible applications migration, the IFBcore produced a deployment recipe based on SlipStream that instantiates the complete application with
all the required VMs on the target infrastructure.

7 CYCLONE PLATFORM FOR CLOUD APPLICATIONS DEPLOYMENT
AND MANAGEMENT
7.1 GENERAL ARCHITECTURE FOR INTERCLOUD AND MULTICLOUD
APPLICATIONS DEPLOYMENT
Multiple, individual use cases for multicloud applications that require cloud and noncloud resources
integration into one intercloud infrastructure that executes a single or multiple enterprise or scientific
workflows can be abstracted into general scenario (and relevant use cases), as illustrated in Fig. 12. The
figure includes two interacting applications, that in general can be multicloud, that contain both application related and management components. The application component interacts with end users while
the management component is controlled by an administrator and interacts with the (inter)cloud management software. The figure also shows Cloud Applications Deployment and Management Software
and Tools as an important component to support cloud applications deployment and operation during
their whole lifecycle. Intercloud infrastructure should also provide two other components or services:
federated access control infrastructure and general infrastructure security; and intercloud network infrastructure needs to be provisioned as a part of overall application infrastructure.
Intercloud applications and infrastructure may include resources and services from multiple existing cloud platforms that are provisioned on demand and ideally should allow dynamic scaling and configuration. In the generally distributed heterogeneous multicloud multiprovider environment, the
problem of applications integration and management is becoming critical and requires smooth integration with the application workflow and automation of most of development and operation functions,
ideally integration with the application specific development and operation (DevOps) tools [25]. Currently, widely used cloud automation tools such as Chef [26], Puppet [11], and Ansible [27] allow only
single cloud provider application deployment. They do not solve the problem of multicloud resources/
services integration and provisioning of intercloud network infrastructure.
The CYCLONE project attempts to solve this problem by leveraging the original cloud management platform SlipStream [28] and extending its with necessary functionality and components, in particular for intercloud resources deployment and network infrastructure provisioning, enabling
federated access control for users and end-to-end security for data transfer, enabling dynamic trust establishment between cloud and application domains.
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General architecture for multicloud applications deployment.

Intercloud platforms should deliver open integration environment and preferably standardized
APIs, protocols, and data formats, allowing for cross-cloud resources interoperability. Practical Intercloud platform development should target two major stakeholders and user communities: the application service providers (ASPs) as well as their customers to address real-life challenges and problems in
a consistent and constructive way.
Effective cloud automation and management platform should allow dynamic cloud resources allocations depending on the workload and application workflow. This task can be solved for the single
cloud using its native elasticity and load balancing tools; however, in intercloud environments, such
functionality will require involving a real cloud platform load (including resources availability) and
application monitoring.

7.2 ENSURING CONSISTENT SECURITY SERVICES IN CLOUD-BASED APPLICATIONS
Since bioinformatics resources may be geographically distributed among different centers, deployment
of applications that span multiple clouds requires a consistent security infrastructure in place. For instance, there may be only a limited number of sequencing centers where raw genome data is produced
and made available to bioinformatics researchers. Similarly, bioinformatics researchers may have international collaborations such that they need to share their appliances or results with external parties.
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Developing a consistent security infrastructure is a challenge in this setting as multiple cloud providers
are involved and many stakeholders have a say in security.
Existing cloud providers such as AWS and Microsoft Azure offer tailored services for identity and
access management. A cloud developer can make use of these services to build a security infrastructure
for managing authentication and authorization in their applications. However, these services are limited or not usable in scientific contexts in various ways:
•
•
•

They do not provide a complete lifecycle management for security services or allow the management
of context in dynamic settings where the necessary computing infrastructure is created on-demand.
They do not support rich authorization models such as attribute-based access control model. For
instance, AWS employs an identity-based authorization model [29].
Cloud developers are charged for the security-related services and pertinent network traffic. For
instance, Azure charges developers based on the number of access control transactions and the
quantity of data transferred from/to Azure data centers [30].

In CYCLONE project, two fundamental problems related to security are addressed. The first problem is
associated with the dynamic provisioning of a security infrastructure for identity and access management. Considering the fact that bioinformatics research is both geographically (e.g., sequencing center)
and logically (e.g., a separate lab) distributed, collaboration between researchers imposes that certain
security services are in place during the time of collaboration. CYCLONE employs an extension of
dynamic access control infrastructure (DACI) [31] where legacy components implementing security
functions over existing standards are put together. The second problem, also called as dynamic trust
bootstrapping, refers to establishment of trust between partners in on-demand cloud provisioning [32].
With dynamic trust bootstrapping, bioinformatics researchers from different organizations can establish a chain of trust when sharing data, results, and VM instances for reproducing experiments. In what
follows, an overview of CYCLONE’s solutions to these problems is provided.

7.3 DYNAMIC ACCESS CONTROL INFRASTRUCTURE
DACI presents a virtual infrastructure to provide access control services to an on-demand cloud formation. As depicted in Fig. 13, the following basic security services are provided with DACI:
•

•
•

Authentication and identity management service: provides authentication service, issues, and
verifies attribute statements binding to authenticated subjects using the Security Assertions Markup
Language (SAML) specification [33].
Authorization service: provides the authorization service compliant with the XACML-SAML
profile [34].
Token validation service: issues and validates authorization tokens to improve the decision
performance of the authorization service.

These services provide a basic infrastructure for managing access control in dynamic environments.
Since CYCLONE use cases involve sensitive data such as sequences of human genome, we extend
DACI services with three additional services pertinent to security: encryption service that provides protection of data at rest (or on the move), key management service for storing/exchanging keys, and distributed logging. Moreover, helper tools for assisting the specification and verification of policies are
made available [35,36].
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Security services of DACI.

7.3.1 Dynamic trust bootstrapping
The initialization and deployment of a security infrastructure such as DACI in on-demand cloud provisioning over multiple cloud providers imply that there is a dynamic mechanism to establish trust between involved parties and to populate necessary information for the proper function of the
infrastructure. This process, also known as trust bootstrapping, may involve the collection of keys/
certificates from all partners, retrieval of list of identity providers (in a federated setting), and so
on. Some of this contextual information needs to be provided in a preconfigured manner while other
information can be retrieved automatically. For instance, bioinformatics researchers are often affiliated
with an organization that is part of a larger network, such as EDUGAIN [37], where the retrieval of
certain information with respect to identity of users can be automated.
The implementation of dynamic trust bootstrapping involves additional services such as context
management that interplays with DACI components. In CYCLONE, we currently investigate how
the bootstrapping process can be integrated to application deployment over a multicloud application
management platform such Slipstream [28].

8 CLOUD POWERED BIG DATA APPLICATIONS DEVELOPMENT AND
DEPLOYMENT AUTOMATION
8.1 DEMAND FOR AUTOMATED BIG DATA APPLICATIONS PROVISIONING
Modern scientific and industry Big Data applications and infrastructures may include multiple existing
cloud platforms. In the generally distributed heterogeneous multicloud multiprovider environment, the
problem of applications integration and management in dynamic cloud environment is becoming
critical and requires smooth integration with the application workflow and automation of most of
development and operation functions, ideally integration with the application specific development
and operation (DevOps) tools [25]. Currently widely used cloud automation tools such as Chef [26],
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FIG. 14
Cloud-powered services development lifecycle: DevOps—continuous service improvement.

Puppet [11], and Ansible [27] allow single cloud provider application deployment. They do not solve
the problem of multicloud resources/services integration and provisioning of intercloud network
infrastructure.
DevOps and cloud automation tools are instrumental for enabling the cloud powered applications
development model that allows continuous applications improvement as shown in Fig. 14. In the model
presented, the developer uses both cloud platform-based deployment automation tools such as Amazon
Cloud Formation [38] and external tools such as Chef (of Puppet) to automate application deployment
and testing at each stage of the development lifecycle. While CloudFormation provides full functionality for individual cloud resources configuration and provisioning, Chef allows large-scale applications provisioning that involves multiple resources.
Intercloud platforms should deliver open integration environment and preferably standardized
APIs, protocols, and data formats, allowing for cross-cloud resources interoperability. Practical Intercloud platform development should target two major stakeholders and user communities: ASPs as well
as their customers to address real-life challenges and problems in a consistent and constructive way.
The required functionality is provided by the CYCLONE cloud applications deployment platform [23]
that is built based on the SlipStream cloud automation and management platform [28].
As an example, bioinformatics deals with the genome sequencing which is computer-intensive and
often requires using distributed data sets and computing resources from multiple data centers or cloud
providers. Researchers and research institutions are looking for a possibility to automate scientific applications deployment and management as much as it is possible so that they can focus on their main
research work/tasks and have complex applications and infrastructure at their fingertips.
The growing demand for automation of applications provisioning acts as a motivator for development of a new concept of applications provisioning, operation and management in clouds defined as
Zero Touch Provisioning, Operations and Management (ZTPOM) [39], which allows combined and
orchestrated provisioning of cloud researches, distributed applications, and interconnecting them
via the dedicated network infrastructure. This trend is also recognized by the TMForum, which has
launched its ZOOM (Zero-touch Orchestration, Operations and Management) program in order to develop best practices and standards for a new generation of service provider support systems that will
deliver high business agility and rapid new service development [40].
The proposed ZTPOM framework is a necessary and enabling element of the general (Inter-)CSDI
that implements the major architectural patterns of the ICAF and ICFF proposed in earlier authors’
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works [10,17]. The ZTPOM architecture includes such components as the cloud services marketplace
and the GEANT OCX [18,41] that serve as customer and cloud provider front-end to access the
GEANT network infrastructure [19]. In this way, the OCX solves the “last mile” problem in cloud services delivery, using a community (or corporate) network interconnecting multiple institutions or virtual distributed project oriented research teams. Effective OCX and CSDI operation requires maximum
automation of the underlying and interconnected network provisioning and in this way motivates for
ZTP-oriented services enabling Big Data application developers to smoothly integrated dedicated network infrastructure services in their multicloud applications.

8.2 CLOUD AUTOMATION TOOLS FOR INTERCLOUD APPLICATION AND NETWORK
INFRASTRUCTURE PROVISIONING
Cloud-based applications can be deployed using some cloud automation tools like Chef, Puppet, or
Ansible, where, using “recipes” or “cookbooks,” an application developer can describe machines configuration in a declarative language, bring them to a desired state, and keep them there through automation. The complete application topology and components interrelationship can be described using a
language like OASIS TOSCA (Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications) [42],
wherein the workflow that invokes different cloud-based services is provided.
However, with the current cloud automation tools, the problem of provisioning intercloud network
connectivity remains unsolved, their network configuration capabilities allow only intracloud network
configuration for one cloud platform or VPC The Software Defined Networks (SDN) can provide necessary functionality and manageability for network services provisioning in the proposed ZTPOM.
A good example of fusion between cloud-originated technologies and SDN is the recent development of the Network Automation and Programmability Abstraction Layer with Multivendor support
(NAPALM) system [43], which implements a common set of functions to interact with different network OSs using a unified API. NAPALM supports several methods to connect to the devices, to manipulate configuration or to retrieve data and uses Ansible [27] to configure network devices as
programmable devices. Ansible has benefits over other tools for network deployment and management
as it does not require a node agent and runs all process over SSH which simplifies its use for configuring
network devices from multiple vendors.
The proposed ZTPOM platform development is based on the SlipStream cloud automation and
management platform [28], and intends to solve multicloud applications provisioning and management. The new SlipStream functionality allows intercloud resources deployment and network infrastructure provisioning, enabling federated access control for users and end-to-end security for data
transfer, enabling dynamic trust establishment between cloud and application documents.

8.3 SLIPSTREAM: CLOUD APPLICATION MANAGEMENT PLATFORM
SlipStream is an open source cloud application management platform1 that provides software developers and service operators with the necessary functionality to manage the complete lifecycle of their
cloud applications. Through its plugin architecture, SlipStream supports most major cloud service providers (CSPs) and the primary open source cloud distributions. By exposing a uniform interface that
1

Community Edition of SlipStream, is available under the Apache 2.0 license (https://github.com/slipstream).
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hides differences between cloud providers, SlipStream facilitates application portability across the supported cloud infrastructures.
To take advantage of cloud portability, developers define “recipes” that transform preexisting
“base” VMs into the components that they need for their application. By reusing these base VMs, developers can ensure uniform behavior of their application components across clouds without having to
deal with the time-consuming and error-prone transformation of VM images. Developers bundle the
defined components into complete cloud applications using SlipStream facilities for passing information between components and for coordinating the configuration of services.
Once a cloud application has been defined, the operator can deploy the application in “one click,”
providing values for any defined parameters and choosing the cloud infrastructure to use. With SlipStream, operators may choose to deploy the components of an application in multiple clouds, for example, to provide geographic redundancy or to minimize latencies for clients. In order to respond to
changes in load, operators may adjust the resources allocated to a running application by scaling the
application horizontally (changing the number of VMs) or vertically (changing the resources of a VM).
SlipStream combines its deployment engine with an “App Store” for sharing application definitions
with other users and a “Service Catalog” for finding appropriate cloud service offers, providing a complete engineering PaaS supporting DevOps processes. All of the features are available through its web
interface or RESTful API.

8.3.1 Functionality used for applications deployment
The bioinformatics use cases described above are implemented using SlipStream’s facilities and tools
to define applications and its deployment engine through the RESTful API [44].
The definition of an application component actually consists of a series of recipes that are executed
at various stages in the lifecycle of the application. The main recipes, in order, are as follows:
•
•
•
•

•

Preinstall: Used principally to configure and initialize the OS package management.
Install packages: A list of packages to be installed on the machine. SlipStream supports the package
managers for the RedHat and Debian families of OS.
Postinstall: Can be used for any software installation that cannot be handled through the package
manager.
Deployment: Used for service configuration and initialization. This script can take advantage of
SlipStream’s “parameter database” to pass information between components and to synchronize the
configuration of the components.
Reporting: Collects files (typically log files) that should be collected at the end of the deployment
and made available through SlipStream.

There are also a number of recipes that can be defined to support horizontal and vertical scaling that are not
used in the defined here use cases. The applications are defined using SlipStream’s web interface; the bioinformatics portal then triggers the deployment of these applications using the SlipStream RESTful API.

8.3.2 Example recipes
The application for the bacterial genomics analysis consisted of a compute cluster based on Sun Grid
Engine with a Network File System (NFS) exported from the master node of the cluster to all of the
slave nodes. The master node definition was combined into a single “deployment” script that performed the following actions:
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Initialize the yum package manager.
Install bind utilities.
Allow SSH access to the master from the slaves.
Collect IP addresses for batch system.
Configure the batch system admin user.
Export NFSs to slaves.
Configure the batch system.
Indicate that the cluster is ready for use.

The deployment script extensively uses the parameter database that SlipStream maintains for each application to correctly the configure the master and slaves within the cluster. A common pattern is the
following:
ss-display "Exporting SGE_ROOT_DIR..."
echo -ne "$SGE_ROOT_DIR\t" > $EXPORTS_FILE
for ((i=1; i<=`ss-get
Bacterial_Genomics_Slave:multiplicity`; i++ ));
do
node_host=`ss-get
Bacterial_Genomics_Slave.$i:hostname`
echo -ne $node_host >> $EXPORTS_FILE
echo -ne "(rw,sync,no_root_squash) ">> $EXPORTS_FILE
done
echo "\n" >> $EXPORTS_FILE # last for a newline
exportfs -av

9 BIG DATA SERVICE AND PLATFORM PROVIDERS
This section provides a short overview of the major Big Data service and platform providers to give you
a starting point in selecting such providers for your company or Big Data related projects. As discussed
above, the two main tasks must be addressed when building BDI for a company: general data management and data analytics.
For the first task, you can use existing enterprise IT infrastructure, possibly extending it with or
migrating to cloud platform and naturally addressing scalability and on-demand provisioning requirements from the Big Data applications. Making enterprise IT infrastructure cloud based will simplify
multiple scenarios of outsourcing general and Big Data services to clouds, in particular in the case of
rapid increase of demand, so-called cloudburst scenarios.
Big Data Analytics typically require dedicated infrastructure facilities (dedicated computer clusters) and special applications for data processing and staging. Big Data Analytics platforms are optimized for running massively parallel computational tasks and for processing different types of data,
both structured/relational and nonstructured.
Currently most big CSPs provide also special infrastructure or platform components for Big Data
and offer Big Data Analytics services. Examples below include AWS, Microsoft Azure, IBM, and
LexisNexis HPCC Systems platforms.
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Companies specialized on Big Data Analytics are typically offering Hadoop based platforms and
Hadoop based data processing services. Example of such providers are Pentaho, Cloudera and SAS,
and many others see Ref. [45]. However, some companies may offer other computing and programming for Big Data that are sometimes more effective than Hadoop and MapReduce. An example of
such company is LexisNexis and their HPCC Systems platform.
Different types of VM for Hadoop cluster and for high performance computing (HPC) are provided
by the major CSPs that are optimized for either computational tasks or working with the storage.

9.1 AMAZON WEB SERVICES AND ELASTIC MAPREDUCE
AWS Cloud offers the following services and resources for Big Data processing [46]:
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) VM instances for HPC optimized for computing (with multiple
cores) and with extended storage for large data processing.
Amazon Elastic MapReduce (EMR) provides the Hadoop framework on Amazon EC2 and offers a
wide range of Hadoop-related tools.
Amazon Kinesis is a managed service for real-time processing of streaming big data (throughput
scaling from megabytes to gigabytes of data per second and from hundreds of thousands different
sources).
Amazon DynamoDB highly scalable NoSQL data stores with submillisecond response latency.
Amazon Redshift fully managed petabyte-scale Data Warehouse in cloud at cost less than $1000
per terabyte per year. It is provided with columnar data storage with the possibility to parallelize
queries.
Amazon RDS scalable relational database.
Amazon Glacier archival storage to AWS for long-term data storage at a lower cost that standard
Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) object storage.

Amazon also offers a number of public datasets; the most featured are the Common Crawl Corpus of
web crawl data composed of over 5 billion web pages, the 1000 Genomes Project, and Google Books
Ngrams.
Recognizing the problem of transferring large amount of data to and from cloud, AWS offers two
options for fast data upload, download, and access: (1) postal packet service of sending data on
drive; and (2) direct connect service that allows the customer enterprise to build a dedicated high
speed optical link to one of the Amazon datacenters [47].

9.2 MICROSOFT AZURE ANALYTICS PLATFORM SYSTEM AND HDINSIGHT
Microsoft Azure cloud provides general IaaSs and rich PaaSs. Similar to AWS, Microsoft Azure offers
special VM instances that have both computational and memory advanced capabilities. Microsoft
Azure provides rich Big Data services [48] specifically targeted for enterprise users, leveraging Microsoft experience in delivering business oriented services for corporate customers.
The Analytics Platform System (APS) [49] combines the Microsoft SQL Server-based Parallel Data
Warehouse (PDW) platform with HDInsight and Apache Hadoop-based scalable data analytics platform. APS includes PolyBase data querying technology to simplify integration of the PDW SQL data
and data from Hadoop.
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Fig. 15 illustrates relations between components of the Microsoft APS that may include components running on Azure cloud and on the premises. Fig. 16 provides a detailed view of all major components of the Microsoft APS.
HDInsight Hadoop based platform [50] has been codeveloped with Hortonworks and offers the
same functionality as the original Hortonworks Data Platform (HDP). HDInsight provides comprehensive integration and management functionality for multiworkload data processing on Hadoop platform

FIG. 15
Microsoft Azure Analytics Platform System ecosystem [49].

FIG. 16
Components of Microsoft Azure Analytics Platform.
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including batch, stream, and in-memory processing methods. Additionally, APS allows integration of
HDP with HDInsight on Azure cloud.

9.3 IBM BIG DATA ANALYTICS AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
IBM Big Data and information management, known as IBM Watson Foundations [51] includes the
following components and capabilities:
•
•

•
•
•

Data Management & Warehouse: provides capabilities optimized for analytics workloads.
Hadoop System: provides the whole ecosystem to develop, build and use the Apache Hadoop based
computing platform with analytics, visualization, and development tools, application accelerators,
performance monitoring, and security features.
Stream Computing: delivers real-time analytic processing on dynamically changing data to support
real-time decision making.
Content Management: provides comprehensive content management service.
Information Integration and Governance: enables consistent data management and governance
across the whole data lifecycle or transformation stages.

9.4 CLOUDERA
Cloudera [52] offers the Hadoop based enterprise analytic and data management platform. Cloudera is
an active contributor to the Hadoop Open Source community. Cloudera Open Source platform includes
the following products:
•
•
•

Cloudera Impala, which supports interactive SQL of data in HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File
System) and HBase through popular BI tools.
Cloudera Search, which enables simple intuitive interface to explore Hadoop data.
Sentry, which provides fine-grained role-based access control.

Cloudera Enterprise is available as a commercial subscription that includes a suite of data management
software built for the enterprise and technical support, in particular:
•
•

Cloudera Manager, which simplifies Hadoop configuration, deployment, upgrades, and
administration.
Cloudera Navigator, which supports audit and access control of Hadoop data.

Cloudera also offers consulting, training services, and certification program.

9.5 PENTAHO
Pentaho [53] offers comprehensive platform for data integration and business analytics that can be easily integrated into enterprise applications. Currently offered products include
•

•

Pentaho Data Integration (PDI) (an enterprise-oriented graphical Extract, Transform, and Load
(ETL) tool), which includes support for multiple layers and types of Hadoop, NoSQL, and analytic
appliance environments.
Visual MapReduce tool, which significantly simplifies the complex coding normally required for
running applications on Hadoop.
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Pentaho Business Analytics suite, which supports the whole data analytics process and includes
visualization tools, data mining and predictive algorithms, that is supported with the analytic
modeling workbench, BI reporting and dashboard tools.

PDI generates Java-based data integration logic and predictive models for Hadoop. To address a variety
of data types used in Big Data applications, Pentaho introduced a data adaptation layer what ensures portability of Pentaho solutions across popular Hadoop platforms from Cloudera, Hortonworks, and MapR.

9.6 LEXISNEXIS HPCC SYSTEMS AS AN INTEGRATED OPEN SOURCE PLATFORM
FOR BIG DATA ANALYTICS
LexisNexis offers both comprehensive Data Analytics services and the Open Source HPCC Systems
platform that is designed to handle massive, multistructured datasets of Petabytes scale [54,55].
The HPCC Systems has been initially developed as internal application platform and was released
to the Open Source community in 2011 to respond to a growing customer base and a need for community contribution.
Figs. 17 and 18 illustrate HPCC Systems data analytics environment components and the HPCC
Systems architecture model. It is based on a distributed, shared-nothing architecture and contains
two clusters:
•

THOR Data Refinery: THOR is a massively parallel Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL) engine,
which can be used for performing a variety of tasks such as massive joins, merges, sorts,
transformations, clustering, and scaling.
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•

ROXIE Data Delivery: ROXIE serves as a massively parallel, high throughput, structured
query response engine. It is can perform volumes of structured queries and full text ranked Boolean
search. ROXIE also provides real-time analytics capabilities, to address real-time classifications,
prediction, fraud detection, and other problems that normally require stream analytics.

Besides compute clusters, the HPCC environment contains other software and server components:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enterprise Control Language (ECL): An open source, data-centric declarative programming
language used by both THOR and ROXIE for large-scale data management and query processing.
ECL compiler and job server (ECL Server): Serves as the code generator and compiler that
translates ECL code.
System data store (Dali): Used for environment configuration, message queue maintenance, and
enforcement of LDAP security restrictions.
Archiving server (Sasha): Serves as a companion “housekeeping” server to Dali.
Distributed File Utility (DFU Server): Controls the spraying and despraying operations used to
move data onto and out of THOR.
The intercomponent communication server (ESP Server): Supports multiprotocol communication
between services to enable various types of functionality to client applications via multiple
protocols.

The declarative character of ECL simplifies coding; it is developed to simplify both data query design
and customary data transformation programming. It is explicitly parallel and relies on the platform
parallelism.
The power of the HPCC Systems and ECL is achieved via LexisNexis proprietary record linkage
technology SALT (Scalable Automated Linking Technology) that automates data preparation process:
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profiling, parsing, cleansing, normalization, and standardization of data. The SALT uses weighted
matching and threshold based computation; it also enables internal, external, and remote linking with
external or master datasets.
Future development of the HPCC Systems Data Analytics suite includes Knowledge Engineering
Language (KEL). KEL is being developed as a domain-specific data processing language that allows
using semantic relations between entities to automate generation of ECL code.

10 CONCLUSION
This chapter presented basic definitions and general concepts in the Big Data technologies and discussed their relation to current cloud computing technologies that are considered a technology and
a platform of choice for building and deploying Big Data applications. The chapter summarized the
research done by the authors and refers to NIST Big Data Interoperability Framework and Big Data
Reference Architecture that together provide a conceptual basis for research and development of
the cloud-based Big Data applications and infrastructures. The two bioinformatics use cases were used
to illustrate effective use of cloud resources and cloud automation tools to deploy and manage bioinformatics applications.
The chapter described the CYCLONE platform that is being developed by the authors in the framework of the CYCLONE project that provides all necessary functionality for multicloud multiprovider
applications deployment and management. It uses the SlipStream cloud automation platform for applications deployment and management and includes other necessary components to build and operate
complex scientific applications such as federated access control infrastructure, OpenNaaS network infrastructure provisioning, cloud services matchmaking, and optimization.
Currently, after exploring the cloud benefits in reducing capital expenses (capex) by changing them
to operational expenses (opex) to rent cloud resources on demand, modern agile companies and businesses are looking for effectives way to reduce increased opex. The solution is seen in cloud deployment and operation automation. For this purpose, the chapter introduced the modern concept of the
cloud powered applications development and continuous deployment, also referred to as DevOps (Development and Operation), and provides a short overview of the popular platforms and tools for cloud
automation.
The chapter also included short overview of the existing Big Data platforms and services provided
by the major CSPs such as AWS, Microsoft Azure, IBM, Cloudera, Pentaho, and LexisNexis. These
can provide a basis for fast deployment of customer Big Data applications using benefits of cloud technologies and global cloud infrastructure; however, the necessary use of resources from multiple providers will often require third-party tools for the whole application deployment and management such
as CYCLONE or SlipStream platform.
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GLOSSARY
Big Data “Big data is high-volume, high-velocity, and high-variety information assets that demand cost-effective,
innovative forms of information processing for enhanced insight and decision making” (Gartner definition).
Big Data 3V Big Data generic properties: volume, variety, and velocity.
Big Data 6V Big Data properties: volume, variety, velocity, value, veracity, and variability.
Cloud (end)user A person or organization that uses/consumes cloud-based services. A cloud user can be also a
cloud customer.
Cloud computing A model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of
configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. This cloud
model is composed of five essential characteristics, three service models, and four deployment models (NIST
SP 800-145).
Cloud customer A person or organization that maintains a business relationship with and manages service
obtained from cloud providers.
Cloud infrastructure as a service (IaaS) The capability provided to the consumer is to provision processing,
storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources where the consumer is able to deploy and
run arbitrary software, which can include operating systems and applications. The consumer does not manage
or control the underlying cloud infrastructure but has control over operating systems, storage, deployed applications, and possibly limited control of select networking components (e.g., host firewalls).
Cloud platform as a service (PaaS) The capability provided to the consumer is to deploy onto the cloud infrastructure consumer-created or acquired applications created using programming languages, libraries, services,
and tools supported by the provider. The consumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure including network, servers, operating systems, or storage, but has control over the deployed applications
and possibly configuration settings for the application-hosting environment.
Cloud service provider (CSP) A cloud provider is a person, an organization; it is the entity responsible for making a service available to interested parties. A cloud provider acquires and manages the computing infrastructure required for providing the services, runs the cloud software that provides the services, and makes
arrangements to deliver cloud services to cloud consumers through network access.
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Cloud software as a service (SaaS) The capability provided to the consumer is to use the provider’s applications
running on a cloud infrastructure. The applications are accessible from various client devices through either a
thin client interface, such as a web browser (e.g., web-based email), or a program interface. The consumer does
not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure including network, servers, operating systems, storage, or even individual application capabilities, with the possible exception of limited user-specific application
configuration settings.
Community cloud The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive use by a specific community of consumers from organizations that have shared concerns (e.g., mission, security requirements, policy, and compliance considerations). It may be owned, managed, and operated by one or more of the organizations in the
community, a third party, or some combination of them, and it may exist on or off premises.
CYCLONE EU-funded project that develops multicloud applications deployment and management environment
(http://www.cyclone-project.eu).
Data provenance Data provenance documents the inputs, entities, systems, and processes that influence data of
interest, in effect providing a historical record of the data and its origins. The generated evidence supports
essential data management activities such as data-dependency analysis, error/compromise detection and recovery, and auditing and compliance analysis.
Data Science Also known as Data Intensive, Data Centric, Data Driven, or Data Analytics.
DevOps DevOps (development and operations) is a practice that combines and integrates both software development and software of applications operation while automating the process of software delivery and infrastructure changes.
e-Infrastructure e-Infrastructure refers to new research environment in which all researchers—whether working
in the context of their home institutions or in national or multinational scientific initiatives—have shared access to unique or distributed scientific facilities (including data, instruments, computing, and communications), regardless of their type and location in the world. It embraces networks, grids, clouds, data centers,
and collaborative environments, and can include supporting operations centers, service registries, Single Sign
On, certificate authorities, training and help-desk services.
e-Science Innovative way of conducting scientific research based on using variety of ICT services and powered by
e-Infrastructure.
Federated cloud The cloud infrastructure that involves multiple heterogeneous clouds from different providers
that use a federation mechanism to share, access and control combined infrastructure and services. A federated
cloud typically combines multiple private clouds and may include also private cloud. Federation members remain independent, however, having common policy in resources sharing and access control, including federated identity management. Cloud federation may include provider side federation and customer side
federation. Community cloud the most probably will adopt federated cloud model.
GEANT (1) Pan-European Research Network; (2) Acronym for EU funded project to support GEANT network
development.
Hadoop An open-source software framework for distributed storage and distributed processing of very large data
sets on computer clusters built from commodity hardware.
HPCC Scalable parallel processing computing platform by LexisNexis (alternative to Hadoop).
Hybrid cloud The cloud infrastructure is a composition of two or more distinct cloud infrastructures (private,
community, or public) that remain unique entities, but are bound together by standardized or proprietary
technology that enables data and application portability (e.g., cloud bursting for load balancing between
clouds).
Identity management (IDM) This describes the management of individual principals, their authentication,
authorization, and privileges within or across system and enterprise boundaries with the goal of increasing
security and productivity while decreasing cost, downtime, and repetitive tasks.
Intercloud The general model for a cloud infrastructure that combines multiple heterogeneous clouds from
multiple providers and typically also includes campus/enterprise infrastructure and noncloud resources.
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The intercloud model may use the federated cloud model or implement more specific common control and
management functions to create a kind of Intercloud virtual private cloud.
Metadata Data that provide information about other data. Two types of metadata exist: structural metadata and
descriptive metadata. Structural metadata are data about the containers of data. Descriptive metadata use individual instances of application data or the data content.
Orchestration The automated arrangement, coordination, and management of complex computer systems.
Private cloud The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive use by a single organization comprising multiple consumers (e.g., business units). It may be owned, managed, and operated by the organization, a third
party, or some combination of them, and it may exist on or off premises.
Public cloud The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for open use by the general public. It may be owned, managed, and operated by a business, academic, or government organization, or some combination of them. It
exists on the premises of the cloud provider.
Recipe In the context of cloud-based applications deployment, recipe mean a blueprint for deploying application
on one of cloud platforms under the control of a cloud automation system such as Chef, Puppet, or SlipStream.
SlipStream Smart cloud automation and management platform.
Topology Topology of a network or service is arrangement of components and interconnection between them.
Virtualization The process of creating a virtual component or resource. Virtualization includes physical resources abstraction (including pooling or segmentation), logical composition, and deployment or physical
resources configuration to allocate required/assigned virtual resources.

